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Sub. : Action against officers members indulged in illegal activities
from Vidyavibar ONGC Employees colony.

Respected Sir,
It has been brought to our notice that Mobile Tower is going to be
installed in Vidyavihar ONGC colony, with the permission of officers in
the colony, surprisingly in what capacity officers of the said colony has
entered in such an agreement for installing Mobile Tower with the
mobile company needs to be assessed.

We understand this is done without the permission of concerned
authorities, certainly are liable for action under CDA Rules, as it
pertains to parallel revenue earning. It is pertinent to mention that all
the residents of the colony being senior officers are well aware of our
policies and also matured enough to draw lines between legal and illegal
activities, we attribute that some one with wasted interest is staining
the colony as well as the unaware officers.
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If not nipped at this stage will not only be bad precedence, will open

flood gates in other major colonies to multiple unwarranted activities,
we demand an high level enquiry, committee constituted and chaired
by atleast of E8 level officer. Action must be initiated against involved

officers to avoid such illegal activities in future if found guilty'

Your esteemed authority is requested to kindly intervene in the matter
conducting an enquiry as requested, ensuring such incidents should
not occur in future, which are not in the interest of organisation
spreading wrong message among the employees.

you'
faithfully,

o/c

(Pradeep yekar)
General
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